
 

Astra
the environmentally 
friendly hygiene for the
whole house



Astra  

Performs the functions of 5 
appliances:
 
it vacuums, 
washes, 
dries, 
sanitises 
and irons.

It offers all the advantages and 
safety of water, multiple functions 
and a range of accessories for all 
your needs.
Its powerful suction and a 4,5 bar 
steam jet ensures practical and 
efficient ecological hygiene.

the environmentally 
friendly hygiene
for the whole house



MADE IN ITALY
Astra

Automatic refilling
A high-pressure pump injects 
water directly into the boiler while 
always keeping the level constant 
when using steam. You can refill 
the tank even when the machine is 
switched on without losing time.

Astra's 155°C 
steam is a 
guarantee of 
deep hygiene 

The boiler is one of the main
components of the machine, steam 
is created inside it.
Limescale is the boiler’s main 
enemy, Maxima uses technology 
designed to help reduce the risk of 
clogging and malfunction.

1. Descaler injector
2. Stainless steel
3. Heater

The boiler refills
automatically

Astra’s 155°C steam guarantees 
deep hygiene thanks to its 
e�cient boiler.

STEAM GENERATION
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Ciclo purificazione aria

MADE IN ITALY
Astra

Sucking up dirt
is not enough,it
must definitely
be trapped

Suction
Unhealthy air and dust are sucked up and 
conveyed inside the machine.
First filtering
Unhealthy air is subjected to a first filtering using 
water.
Output of clean air
A second filtering operation is then carried out by 
the exclusive “molecular separator”
that manages to intercept and reject even the 
smallest particles.
Output of clean air
These two natural filters expel healthy, clean and 
perfumed air.

Astra's special motor performs 
two functions: deeply sucking the 
dirt and filtering the outgoing air.    

AIR CLEANING CYCLE

The exclusive molecular 
separator mechanically intercepts 
the smallest dirt particles and 
guarantees constant air filtration. 
Thanks to it, the engine will not 
su�er the loss of suction due to 
dirty filters that need to be 
replaced.

The aspiration of Astra is 
always at maximum e�ciency.

Air 
cleaning
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Iron

Natural 
essential oilsVaporiser Transparent openingAcqua Clean

High e�ciency turbo brushTurbovapor

Vaporizing turbo brush

Extendable hose

Kit sanitation maxi

Steam lance adapter 

Extensions 

Tank 
filling bottle 

150-mm openingMultifunction brush Wiper

Handle 
with hose 



 

MAXIMA srl
Via E.Fermi, 16
31040 Gorgo al Monticano (TV)
Tel +39 0422 749867
www.maximaitalia.com

Technical data

Suction: 2400 MM
Motor power: 1200 WATT
Dimensions: 40 X 30 X 39,5 CM
Steam pressure: 4,5 BAR
Boiler power: 1800 WATT
Boiler volume: 0,9 L
Refilling system: AUTOMATIC
Steam ready: 3 MIN
Water tank for steam: 0,9 L
Water filter capacity: 3,5 L

Some important features

> Intuitive control panel with digital display
> Dual-turbine motor
> Excellent holding capacity of up to almost 
      4 litres
> Water filter
> Molecular separator
> 4,5 bar steam with unlimited autonomy
> Powerful suction of solids and liquids
> Cleans the air
> Steam cleaning
> Instant drying
> Professional ironing
> Automatic refilling
> Made in Italy

The entire range is exclusively 
made in Italy, in full respect of EC 
directives, with Italian components, 
to ensure maximum reliability, 
e�ciency and durability.

Genuine Made in Italy


